
LIMITED WARRANTY: PIPER PRODUCTS warrants to the original purchaser parts and 
labor for a period of twelve (12) months from the date of purchase. See manufacturer’s complete 
warranty for details.

It is our policy to build equipment which is design certified by companies that have been 
accredited at the Federal Level by the Occupational Safety  and Health Agency (OSHA) and 
ANSI as a National Recognized Testing Laboratory.  These companies include CSA International, 
Underwriters Laboratories, and the National Sanitation Foundation.  However, a continuing 
program of product improvement makes it necessary to submit new models to the agencies as 
they are developed.  Consequently, all models may not bear the appropriate labels at all times.  

We reserve the right to change specifications and product design without notice.  Such revisions 
do not entitle buyer to corresponding changes, improvements, additions or replacements for 
previously purchased equipment.  Information is not for design purposes.
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Cup & Glass Rack Carts & Dollies

 750

 750-1

 R-470

SPECIFICATIONS

Models 750 and 750-1 cup or glass rack dollies for 20" x 20" rack 
size.

PLATFORM

The platform is constructed of 14 ga. stainless steel turned up 
1-1/4" on all four sides. On Model 750-1 a 1" O.D. 16 ga. tubular 
"U" shaped stainless steel handle is welded to the platform 
corners. The platform has a 1/2" hole in the center to permit 
drainage when the dolly is washed.

CASTERS

The units are mounted on four 4" diameter heavy duty casters.

MODEL 750: Unit with platform only.

MODEL 750-1: Unit with platform and tubular handle.

OPTIONS

 B - Corner bumper

 PB - Perimeter bumper (Available for 750 only)

 WB - Wheel brakes (set of 2)

 Y4 - Polyurethane 4" casters (set of 4)

 Y5 - Polyurethane 5" casters (set of 4)

NOTE: Other size platforms are available.

CAPACITY

 One stack of 20" x 20" racks.

OVERALL DIMENSIONS:

 Model 750: 20-1/2"L x 20-1/2"W x 6-1/4"H

 Model 750-1: 21-1/2"L x 21-1/2"W x 36-3/4"H

 Approximate shipping weight: 30

SPECIFICATIONS

Model R-470 cup or glass rack cart for 20" x 20" rack size.

FRAME

The frame is constructed of 1" O.D. 16 ga. stainless steel tubing with 
3/4" O.D. integrally welded cross rails for rigidity.

SHELVES AND SLIDES

The unit contains two solid 18 ga. stainless steel shelves, formed 
with three sides turned up 1" and the front edge turned down 1", 
and with all edges hemmed. All corners are notched to the contour 
of, and welded to the frame to form a unitized assembly. One pair 
of 1" x 2" 16 ga. stainless steel angle slides are welded to the frame 
between the two shelves. The bottom shelf is 12" above the floor, the 
angle slides are 6-1/2" above the bottom shelf and the top shelf is 
26-1/2" above the floor.

CASTERS

The unit is mounted on four 4" diameter heavy duty casters.

OPTIONS

 R - Rotating bumper

 WB - Wheel brakes (set of 2)

 Y4 - Polyurethane 4" casters (set of 4)

 Y5 - Polyurethane 5" casters (set of 4)

CAPACITY

 Five 20" x 20" cup or glass racks.

OVERALL DIMENSIONS

 Model R470: 23-1/2"L x 22-1/2"W x 36"H

 NOTE: Add 3" to length and width for rotating bumpers.
Add 2" to length and width for circular bumpers.

 Shipping weight: 60
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